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"In my view, the order of the Tax Board deserves to be upheld for the reason that 

the declaration form, which was obtained by the asessee. was available with them 

and which was produced immediately on demand, and even on the same day of 

intercepting the vehicle. Admittedly, it is not a cast that the declaration form was 

obtained subsequent to the dispatch of the goods or after being intejby the 

authorized officer of the Revenue, and admittedly the vehicle was çhjedonJii 
11 10fl( - 	 - 

appeared before the authorized officer himself on the same day, i.e. June 2L-1-9-2-9 99 
and produced decalaration form ST-18C, therefore, once it is a finding of fact given 
by the assessing officer that the declaration form was produced on the sanjy 

June 23.1-1999 when the vehicle was intercepted, in my view, in the jght f the 

judgment rendered by the honouable apex court in the case of D.P. Metals jQpjJ 

12STC 611 (SC)' [2002] 1 SCC 279 and in the light of the rule 54 of the RST 
Rules, which postulate that principle of natural justice demand t 	an Qppouniy 
should be given and therefore, it is a clear cut case where the declqtjp °ik 

though mandatory, required to be carried with the vehicle but the driver/vehicle 

that too on sane day." 
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Bharatpur vs. Shiv Shankar, Dholpur [2008] 21 Tax Up-Date 226 (RTB) Rajasthan 

Sales Tax Act, 1994, sections 78(2)(B), 78(10)(A)—While disallowing the appeal. the 

Rajasthan Tax Board held that :- "According to judgment of Rajasthan High Court in the 

matter of Rajasthan State Vs. Tajinder pal (Tax Update volume 6, page 84) it was required 

from the Assessing Authority that while stopping at the checkpost. he should have proved 

the mens rea against the vehicle driver/Incharge of the goods/dealer but no such evidence 

has been collected # '-iiFci fiu1 * &iiict 4 wrfx'~T II'1TT 	it 'EiT 1T 
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